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Abstract
PARALLELIZATION OF A MAXIMUM
PARSIMONY BRANCH AND BOUND
ALGORITHM FOR PHYLOGENETIC
INFERENCE
byCurtis Howard
Supervising Professor: Dr. Muhammad Shaaban
Department of Computer Engineering
Phyiogenetic inference involves the reconstruction of evolutionary relationships
among species in the form of branching diagrams called trees. Specifically, certain
biological structures common to all living organisms, such as morphological
characteristics, protein sequences or DNA sequences can be compared Differences
and similarities in these characteristics among species are used to reconstruct the
evolutionary relationships and draw trees. Many methods of tree reconstruction are
currently used. The method of maximum parsimony for phyiogenetic inference is a
widely used algorithm which employs the hypothesis that the most likely tree for a
given group of data will be the one which uses the least number of changes from an
origin (root of the tree) to the terminal taxa The problems and corresponding
solution algorithms associated with these searches are frequently implemented on
single-processor systems, and can take weeks to complete for large data sets.
Parallelization of these algorithms is therefore an important area of development in the
bioinformatics community [1, 3, 17, 20, 25]. A free license, open-source, parallel
implementation of a phyiogenetic inference program using maximum parsimony has
yet to be developed, and it is the aim of this thesis to provide such a tool. It is hoped
that the tool will work transparently with one of the most popular suites of free
phyiogenetic inference tools called PHYLIP, developed by Joe Felsenstein at the
University of Washington [7], by accepting and generating the same format of input
and output data The tool would be a first step towards providing the academic
community and others with improvements in performance and capabilities (through
parallelization) over the currently available free distributions of phyiogenetic inference
programs using parsimony, allowing for larger volumes of data to be analyzed in a
reduced amount of time.
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Glossary
ZtamerParallelization
Bifurcating
Branch& bound
Communication- to-
ComputationRatio
Dendrogram format
DNA
Evolutionary theory
Fitchparsimony
GUI
Heuristic search
A method of parallelization inwhich nodes of the parallel
computer wait for others to arrive at a certain point in execution
before continuing.
Refers to a point in a phyiogenetic tree inwhich an ancestral
taxon splits into two independent lineages. [4]
A means of streamlining the search for trees of maximum
parsimony. The algorithm builds trees one taxa at a time, and
eliminates entire groups of trees from the scoring process on the
basis of predictive knowledge that their scoreswill be greater
than the best score found so far.
A metric used in parallel computer architectures, which shows
the amount of time nodes in the parallel computer spend
communication versus computing the result of the problem at
hand
A graphical representation of a tree topology, showing nodes
and branches through a network of connected lines.
DeoxyribonucleicAcid A usually double-stranded biopolymer
of linked nucleotides inwhich the sugar residue is deoxyribose.
Themolecular basis of heredity.
The process bywhich all forms of plant and animal life change
slowly over time because of slight variations in the genes that
one generation passes down to the next. [4]
A scoring algorithm that implements the parsimony criteria for
un-rooted trees only.
Graphical User Interface.
Non-deterministicmethod of searching for phyiogenetic trees.
Identifiervector (tree) An arrayof numbers used internally by the implementation of
the search program developed in this thesis, to represent the
topology of a specific un-rooted phyiogenetic tree.
Message Passing Cluster A group of networked computers, cooperating to run programs
solving a common problem by sharing information through
messages sent across the network
MPI
MuWfurcating tree
Newick format
NOW
Parsimony
(Message Passing Interface) A computer communications
protocol. It is a de facto standard for communication among the
nodes running a parallel program on a distributedmemory
system.
A graphical representation of an unknown branching order
involving 3 or more species in a phyiogenetic tree. [4]
In a computer program, the format inwhich basic information
about the structure of a phyiogenetic tree is conveyed in a series
of nested parentheses. [4]
(Network ofWorkstations) A computer networkwhich
connects several computerworkstations together, and by
utilizing special software it allows to use the network as a cluster
"Economy in the use of means to an
end"The process of
attaching preference to one evolutionary pathway on the basis ol
which pathway requires the invocation of the smallest number
ofmutational events.[4]
Phylogenetics
Reduced-taxa tree
Rooted tree
Score (tree)
A field of biologywhich studies the relationships between 3 or
more genes or organisms.
A term used in this thesis to describe a phyiogenetic tree
topology containing fewer taxa than the number specified in the
input to the search (represented by an identifier vector).
Phyiogenetic tree inwhich a single node is designated as a
common ancestor, and a unique path leads from it through
evolutionary time to anyother node. [4]
The number ofmutations (calculated using a scoring algorithm
such as Fitch parsimony) necessary for a given tree topology to
XI
Taxa-kvel
Taxon
Threshold score
Topology
TreeGen
represent the given input data of the search.
A term used in this thesis representing the number of taxa in a
given reduced-taxa tree.
A classificatorygroup of any rank (e.g. family, genus, species,
subspecies) Plural: taxa. For the purposes of this thesis, a taxon
is a single line of input including a string of nucleotides which
will be assigned to a specific leaf node on a phyiogenetic tree.
A term used in this thesis representing the score of themost
parsimonious tree(s) found so far. It is used in the branch and
bound algorithm to determinewhich trees can be eliminated
from the scoring process.
The structural features of a phyiogenetic tree.
Software developed by [28] for the purpose of generating all
possible un-rooted tree topologies for use in phyiogenetic
inference.
Un-rooted tree Phyiogenetic tree that specifies the relationship among nodes,
but does not make any representation about the direction in
which evolution occurred [4]
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Chapter1-Introduction
Recent advances in computational power and technology over the past half-century
have given rise to a number of new fields centered on the availability of the new
resources that have spawned as a result. One such area of research is evolutionary
biology, in which possible models for the evolution of various species are no longer
hypothesized based on the physical attributes of the organisms in question, but rather
systematically searched for through algorithms implemented on computers. The
results of such methods have been shown to be much more accurate and effective
than any previous ways, not only in determiningwhich species branched from others,
but also in estimating the times at which these events might have taken place.
Maximum parsimony is one of themost widely accepted and prolific of the algorithms
used for such a purpose, andwas pioneered byWalter Fitch [8] . E ssentially, it is based
on the assumption that themost likely path of evolution will involve the least number
of changes throughout time. Of course this ignores many factors including
environment, geographic separation, diseases, and other complications; however,
Fitch's maximum parsimony algorithms are still widely accepted and used today. Since
the publication of this method of phyiogenetic inference in 1971, many developments
in the optimization of the algorithm have been suggested and implemented The
branch and bound method for instance, was proposed by Hendy and Penny in their
1982 paper [10]; depending on the dataset used for evaluation, it can provide
significant reduction in the search-space through dimination of entire groups of
evolutionary trees from consideration by the parsimony algorithm.
11 Goals
Development of software implementing the algorithms discussed above has been
primarily accomplished by bioinformatics researchers themselves. David Swofford's
PAUP (Phyiogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony) [21], and Joe Felsenstein's PHYLIP
[7] are good examples. These programs have been accepted as the standard in both
academic and industrial communities alike. Many other programs have also provided
working solutions to the implementation of phyiogenetic inference searches, but
without as much acclaim as the above two. Finally, parallel versions of these programs
have been developed [3, 17, 20, 25], but have been limited in scope. Many of them
have been targeted towards specific inference algorithms, and do not offer the
flexibility of some of the uni-processor programs [20, 17]. Others are intended for
commercial use [3], and their source code is not available to the public for porting to
new platforms; which is essential if many people are to use the software, since multi
processor platforms are inherently different in composition. This is sometimes done
intentionally, as manufacturers of MPPs (Massively Parallel Processors) will provide
the binary versions of a parallel program, trying to coerce possible customers to
purchase their machines. Finally, none of the parallel programs mentioned have both
allowed open-source access to the code, and implemented an evolutionary tree search
using the maximum parsimony criteria outlined by [8]. It is the goal of this thesis to
develop a tool that will meet these criteria. The programwill implement themaximum
parsimony algorithm described in [8] using the branch and bound search space
reduction techniques described by [10], andwill do so in a parallel manner through the
use of the MPICH libraries for parallel programming. As well, by using the same
expected input and output data formats that popular programs such as PAUP [21] and
PHYLIP [7] use, the program developed in this thesis will hopefully inspire further
research in the application of parallel computing to open-source phyiogenetic
inference using parsimony. Finally, the program will feature a GUI interface to
simplify and encourage use of it. This GUI will be written in QT, a flexible and
portable set ofC+ + libraries for cross-platform compatibility in GUI development.
12 ChapterOutline
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the
motivation for this work, in terms of details of existing uni-processor and parallel
evolutionary tree search software designs, and how this algorithm can provide a
stepping stone to improve on them. In Chapter 3, the inner workings of phyiogenetic
inference using Fitch's maximum parsimony, including pre-search optimizations,
evolutionary tree scoring algorithms, and how this will be implemented will be
covered In Chapter 4, the branch and bound algorithm, and how it also will be
implemented in this thesis, will be discussed; this will include the methods used to
maintain knowledge of all trees that have been considered so far, allowing trees of
specific desired topology to be formed Chapter 5 will dscuss the various options
considered for the parallelization of the algorithm, and also the details of, and
justifications for the one chosen. Chapter 6 will summarize the implementation of the
algorithms described in chapters 3 through 5, in the prototype search program
developed for this thesis. In chapter 7, the results of tests on several multi-processor
platforms will be presented This will include execution time, speedup, and
comparisons between the different clusters the code was run on. In Chapter 8, the
results and their meaning will be elaborated on. In Chapter 9, conclusions will be
made regarding the results, and howwell theymet the goals of this thesis. In Chapter
10, possibilities for further improvements, and future paths to be taken from what I
have done will be discussed Finally, the Appendix will describe the system
requirements of the program, and also how to install and run the program to obtain
desired results. This will include notes on the restrictions the program imposes on
input files, and also the possible forms of output, some ofwhich are compatible with
various tree viewing programs included in phyiogenetic software suites such as
PHYLIP [7].
Chapter2-Motivation
Evolutionary theory has been useful and even crucial to the advanceswe have seen in
biology within the past century. It has provided scientists with a basis for
understanding everything from drug resistance, to changes in virulent organisms, to
explanations for the colors of peacock's tails [26]. Phyiogenetic analysis in particular,
has further provided a map relating these changes to one another, and has allowed
many problems which seemed previously intractable to be solved In this chapter, the
usefulness of a high performance phyiogenetic search using parsimony will be
evaluated
2.1 Phyiogenetic Analysis
Before discussing the motives for parallelizing the parsimony branch & bound
algorithms this thesis deals with, it would seem necessary to first justify the purpose of
the algorithm itself. Phyiogenetic analysis, which encompasses certain types of
searches like parsimony, is a relatively new (within the past 50 years) field of biology
which has revolutionized our methods of tracing ancestries, and roots for various
biological entities. Discovery of drugs for example, has been facilitated through the
examination of gene functions over time, and the ability to then predict future gene
function from those results [26]. By examining the different types of mitochondrial
DNA in humans using phyiogenetic analysis, scientists have been able to trace human
history in theworld geographically, and even find its roots [19]. The same process has
been adapted to tracing viruses such as HIV, and has allowed scientists to show that
the virus was transmitted to humans during the mid-twentieth century from
chimpanzees and mangabey monkeys [26]. It has been used to link convicted felons
with crimes [26], and can even be used to trace the sources of bioweapons [26]. Most
recently, efforts have beenmade to track protein folds, since they tend to be conserved
among diverging organisms with common ancestry. In fact, IBM has recently devoted
large amounts of its resources towards the development of a massively parallel
processor (MPP) called Blue-Gene (currently the most powerful computer in the
world) to be used for tracking of such protein folds [11].
2.2 PreviousWork& Feasibility
As mentioned before, there is a plethora of commercial and freely available software
implementing most of the phyiogenetic inference algorithms that exist, including
maximum parsimony. Most all of these distributions run on single processor
platforms. PHYLIP [7], written byJoe Felsenstein of the University ofWashington,
and also PAUP [21], written byDavid Swofford of Florida State University, are by far
the most popular of these uni-processor programs. Both of these offer efficient
implementations of themaximum parsimony search. PAUP implements various types
of parsimony algorithms including an exhaustive branch & bound parsimony search;
however, it is closed source and must be purchased PHYLIP offers drtpars, which is
a heuristic "uphill" parsimony search, and is open source. Other software such as
MacClade [15], provide the user with a more graphically oriented and interactive
interface for more character analysis, but haveweak search capabilities; and still others
provide implementations of more obscure phyiogenetic analysis algorithms.
The search space for these algorithms increases at a very fast rate as more
species'
DNA strings, referred to as taxa, are added to the input. This creates problems which
are NP-Hard and NP-Complete [4], resulting in searches that can sometimes take
weeks or longer to complete. Finding the most optimal trees in a deterministic
phyiogenetic algorithm involves taking into account every possible tree that could be
formed with the data Bifurcating trees, the most commonly used form, are trees in
which each parent node splits into exactly two child nodes (or leaves). Knowing this
fact, we can determine how many trees can be formed given a certain number of
possible leaves, or taxa, which corresponds to the number of species DNA strings
given as input to the algorithm. As shown in Figure 2.1 below, the number of possible
trees to be formed using 3 instead of 2 taxa increases from 1 to 3, and from 4 instead
of 3 taxa from 3 to 15.
= 2
a b
V
n = 3
a b c acb be a
V V V
= 4
abed acbd bead abdc adbc
bdac aedb adeb dcab bcdi
bdea cdba abed acbd adbi
Figure 2.1 Passible labeled, rooted, bifurcating trees for 2, 3, and 4-taxa. [61
If Figure 2.1 is continued for more taxa, the number of possible trees goes from 15
for 4 taxa, to 105 for 5 taxa, and so on. It can be shown that these numbers
correspond to 1x3= 3 trees for 3 taxa, 1x3x5= 15 for 4, and 1x3x5x7= 105 for
5. Generalizing this, the nth taxon can be added in any one of (2n - 3) places to create
the possible n-taxa trees formed from a specific n-1 taxa tree. The equations in figure
2.2 represents the number of possible unrooted bifurcating trees that exist for n-taxa.
The second form is derived from the product form in the first.
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treesrooted = lx3x5x7x---x(2n-3)
trees
rooted =J](2n-3)
1=3
trees
rooted
(2n-3).
2n-'(n-l)!_
Figure 2.2: Numberofn-taxa rooted, bifurcating trees that exist [6]
Using this formula, figure 2.3 gives search spaces for problems with varying numbers
of taxa.
Number of Taxa Number of Trees
1 1
2 1
3 3
4 15
5 105
6 945
7 10,395
8 135,135
9 2,027,025
10 34,459,425
11 654,729,075
12 13,749,310,575
13 316,234,143,225
14 7,905,853,580,625
15 213,458,046,676,875
16 6,190,283,353,629,375
17 191,898,783,962,510,625
18 6,332,659,870,762,850,625
19 221 ,643,095,476,699,771 ,875
20 8,200,794,532,637,891 ,559,375
30 4.9518 x
10*
40 1.00985 x
10s'
50
2.75292x10'
Figure 2.3c Search space sizes forvarying taxa in rooted, bifurcating tree problems.
It should be evident by now that the rate at which the search space increases for a
given increase in the number of taxa, is the reason behind which phyiogenetic search
problems areNP-hard andNP-complete.
Parallelization of these algorithms has been attempted before, but without as much
acceptance from the bioinformatics community as uni-processor software such as
PAUP, and PHYLIP. This may be in part due to the difficulty in obtaining cluster
computing resources, and also to the lack of familiaritywith cluster computingwhich
may keep some biologists from exploring the area If efforts have been made to
parallelize phyiogenetic inference software, they have primarily targeted heuristic
versions of searches, which are an estimate of themost likely evolutionary tree and do
not guarantee that the trees found are the optimal trees in the search space Parallel
programs such as fastDNAml [17], and RAxML [20] are two of the better known
parallel search implementations; however, they use the Maximum Likelihood criteria,
which is based on a different assumption about evolution than parsimony. Joe
Felsenstein's dncpars parsimony search will eventually be parallelized he says [71;
however, when and if it this does happen, it will still be a search based on the heuristic
"uphill"
search as opposed to a ateerministic one discussed in this thesis. SGI [3], a
high-end computer development company, has parallelized a few of the primary tools
from PHYLIP including drepars. Unfortunately, they are not disclosing the source files
for this software, and only pre-compiled versions which will only run on their
machines are available. The published results, including speedup graphs from their
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program do however show that parsimony search algorithms can indeed be
parallelized and can offer great performance benefits over their uni-processor
counterparts. As o&erministic parsimony searches are very frequently used in
phyiogenetic analysis [2], it is surprising that parallelization of this type of search has
not received much attention. Aside from SGI's work, which is still a heuristic and
non-deterministic search, no other significant attempts to parallelize a cteterministic
parsimony algorithm were found An RIT graduate student in Computer Science
made a first attempt at solving this problem in 2003 [12]; however, he was unable to
obtain a program which returned correct results, and which could work for datasets
containing DNA from more than 9 taxa. Both the research from SGI and from [12]
show that the task at hand for this thesis is possible. Furthermore, algorithms
involving Branch & Bound have also been shown to be good candidates for
parallelization by [1]. Producing a market-competitive version of this parallel
parsimony programwould be out of the scope and available timeframe for this thesis.
Thereforemyprimary goal is to develop an open-source program, employing themost
efficient parallelization techniques to provide scalability. The prototype may not be
competitive with popular uni-processor software yet, but should return correct results
for input data sets of any reasonable size. The purpose of this research is to
demonstrate effective methods of parallelizing a maximum parsimony branch &
bound algorithm for phyiogenetic inference. This will allow researchers with
knowledge of possible optimizations in parsimony searches to combine themwith the
11
framework developed in this thesis, hopefully providing great performance
improvements over all uni-processor versions in the future.
2.3 PossibleUses
In addition to providing a prototype for future, more sophisticated and market
competitive parallel software for phylogenetics, this thesis will hopefully serve other
purposes as well. Dr. Buckley [7], of the Biological Sciences department here at RIT
originally introduced me to this area of computing, and to the need for a parallel
parsimony program. Besides providing research into the area of parallel computing for
phyiogenetic inference, the program would serve an equally useful purpose with his
students, as they use a uni-processor version of the software already. Aside from the
actual program written to implement the methods of parallelization used for this
thesis, this document will provide a useful explanation of the inner workings of the
implementations of parsimony algorithms in phylogenetics. Finding documented
research of this type proved to be very difficult, and this thesis could be of use to
anyone looking for specific details of phyiogenetic inference software development.
On a final note concerning the usefulness of this research - a scalable, cluster-
independent parallel implementation provides the opportunity for performance
increases limited only by the magnitudes of the clusters usedwhich, given the growth
rate of the internet today, are increasing rapidy. As with any parallelized software, the
12
outlook for gaining faster results through access to more powerful resources in the
future, are very good; the opposite is true for uni-processor versions, which are bound
by the physical properties of a single microchip and its highest associated processing
capabilities. With computing resources such as IBM's Blue Gene [11] being
developed and the proliferation of open-source based Beowulf clusters using
networks ofworkstation (NOWs), the prospects for growth in parallel computing are
favorable.
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Chapter3MaximumParsimony
Most phyiogenetic algorithms for optimal evolutionary tree searching can be broken
down into two parts:
The first includes algorithms responsible for keeping track of which tree
topologies have been searched and for finding newones to evaluate.
The second involves the methods used to rank particular trees in order to
determine which of them are more likely than the others to be the optimal
trees (given the search criteriaX4] .
Using algorithms in graph theory, a field of mathematics, it can be guaranteed that
every possible tree is considered in the search; the second part of searching for
evolutionary trees though, is much more ambiguous. A multitude of methods have
been proposed to rank trees according to the probability that they explain the
evolution of the given data set accurately [4]; however, none of them can be proven to
be completely right or wrong all the time[4]. Maximum parsimony is a method of
ranking, or scoring bifurcating trees and will be used in this thesis. The definition of
parsimony is: "economy in the use of means to an
end"[24]. In essence, parsimony
assumes that the most likely path of evolution will be the one requiring the fewest
number of changes. This chapter will examine this algorithm in closer detail.
14
3.1 TheData
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) is present in all living organisms and can sometimes be
related to the physical traits of an organism[23]. It is therefore a good candidate for
use as input data to phyiogenetic inference algorithms. Although the implementation
in this thesis will be based on the use of nuclear or chromosomal DNA data, other
cellular structures such as mitochondria also possess DNA (mtDNA) which can be
used as well, and the parsimony algorithm described below is the same for other
morphological characteristics, as it is for DNA. Obviously, searching using the entire
DNA of a human would be infeasible, as this would include more than three billion
bases, or characters. Instead a smaller segment of the entire DNA (no more than
5000 in the case of this thesis) which are chosen by a biologist based in part on the
level of differentiation of the target DNA sequence among the species of interest, is
used as the input data for a particular species. Combining these same portions of
DNA taken from multiple species, forms the data used in phyiogenetic inference.
Composed of the four different nitrogenous bases adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine
(G), and thymine (T), the final input data set is an M-by-N matrix of M characters
(A,C,G,T), for each of theN species represented Figure 3.1 below summarizeswhat a
sample 8-by-5 sized data file's data could look like for a fewmade-up species.
15
Species Data
Human ccagtcct
Chimpanzee acactaag
Fly CCGTCGCT
Cat ACATGTAG
Lion GCATATGA
Figure 3.1 Sample input data fora typicalphyiogenetic program.
3.2 TheAlgorithm
Within the category of phyiogenetic analysis using parsimony, multiple methods have
been established to implement the search. Before getting into the details of the Fitch
parsimony algorithms used in this thesis though, other algorithms and their differences
will be discussed
32.1 Weigtedis. Un-ue^oted
The concept of weighting certain changes in state of a particular character site in the
DNA data is possible in some algorithms in order to address the issue that certain
characters are more likely to change to certain others (i.e. C -> T or G -> A is likely,
but C -> G or T -^ A is unlikely) [6]. The state change probabilities are based on a
combination of physical facts and assumptions made by biologists, and are usually
summarized through use of an inverse probability or cost matrix, relating state changes
as shown below.
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Fiom\To A C G T
A 0 2.5 1 2.5
C 2.5 0 1 1
G 1 1 0 2.5
T 2.5 1 2.5 0
Figure 3.2: Sample costmatrix foraweighted parsimonyalgorithm.
The Sankoff algorithm implements this type of weighted parsimony [6], but also with
an associated computational cost when compared with strictly non-weighted methods.
A non-weighted algorithm such as Fitch parsimony is essentially the Sankoff method
with a cost matrix consisting of all l's except in the diagonal, which consists of O's (as
it costs nothing to stay in the same state). The Fitch algorithm may not be as flexible
as Sankoff parsimony, but for the purposes of this thesis it will be used since the focus
is primarily on parallelizing the search and not the scoring algorithm (which could be
replaced by a more sophisticated one later). Also, un-weighted parsimony may not
provide as many variables to customize a search for a particular application, but it is
widely accepted and still produces relatively accurate results [2].
3.2.2 Rcdedis. Un-nxted
Closely related to theweighted or un-weighted factor is the issue of trees being rooted
or un-rooted Evolutionary trees are generally perceived as being rooted since they
beginwith a root or common ancestor. A non-intuitive property, specific only to un
weighted searches though, is that groups of rooted trees can be represented by single
un-rooted ones and still produce the same results [6]. This is because the parsimony
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ranking algorithm counts the number of changes on a tree. Starting at any possible
root on an un-weighted tree and counting changes across will result in the same score
for ranking purposes. Given an un-rooted tree of n-taxa, there are {in - 3) rooted
treeswhich can be formed by rooting the tree at various internal branches. Figure 3.3
below, shows a 4-taxa unrooted tree and the (2x4-5)= 5 rooted trees that result
from rooting the tree in each of the possible locations.
a^ pi m ..G
cT^i m tfi^T
I1) 121 [3]
A AAACTG ACTGrjTGA
14] [5]
A A
GACT TACG
Figure 33c A4taxa unrooted tree and the corresponding rooted trees it represents.
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The computational benefit of using un-weighted trees is therefore two-fold
First, simpler and faster algorithms such as the one developed by Fitch can be
used as opposed to more complex ones implementing the cost matrix
requirements.
Second each un-rooted tree that is evaluated accounts for each of the rooted
trees that could be formed by rooting it.
In section 2.2, it was shown that the number of possible bifurcating rooted trees for n
taxa was found by the formula in figure 2.2. The number of un-rooted rrtaxa trees is
therefore that number dvided by (2n - 3) , or equivalently, the same as the number of
(2n - 1) taxa rooted trees. The equations in figure 3.4 show this:
treeS
unrooted
[lx3x5x7x---x(2n-3)]
(2/i-3)
treesmrooled = lx3x5x7x---x(2n-5)
/=
treesUnrooted =n(2"-5)
1=3
or
trees
unrooted
(2(n-l)-3)!
2(n-1)-1 ((-!)-!)!
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trees
unrooled
(2/1-5)!
2"-2(n-2)!_
Figure34Numberofn-taxa un-rooted, bifurcating trees that exist [6).
3-2.3 TheFUohParsinvnyAlgritbm
As mentioned, Fitch parsimony is themethod used in this thesis for ranking un-rooted
bifurcating trees. In addition to offering the benefits of using un-rooted trees since it
is an un-weighted algorithm, it is also simpler to understand than most other methods
of scoring trees. The algorithm proceeds as follows [8] :
Given an un-rooted tree topology specifying the leaf locations of the species:
1. For each column in the input data matrix
a. Place the characters in that column from each species in the leaf
locations on the un-rooted tree that they correspond to.
b. For each group of2 child nodes (starting at the leaves)
i. If the child node characters (or character sets) are the same or
have characters common between them, then keep their
intersection and set the parent node as those kept characters.
(Keep {leftnode} D {right node} if result of (leftnode) D {rightnode}
is not the null set.)
ii. If the child nodes have no common characters, add 1 to the
score of the tree, and keep the combination of the two groups'
characters. (Keep {leftnode} U {rightnode} and add 1 to the tree's
score if result of {leftnode} D {rightnode} is the null set.)
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Figure 3.5 belowmay clarify the above algorithm.
{AC}
{C} {A} {C} {A} {G}
Figure 3.5: F itch parsimony algorithm for 1* columnof figure 3.1 sample input data[6].
It is an example of Fitch parsimony for a 5-taxa tree using the characters from the first
column of data in the sample input file data given in figure 3-1 above. Combining the
first 2 leaf nodes {a}C\ {C}= (j> , both sets have no common characters, and therefore
1 is added to the score for the tree (an asterisk next to a node's characters denotes that
its formation caused an increase in the score for the particular tree). The same is the
case for the last two leaf nodes {A}f|{G}=^, and also for the intersection of
{AG}n {C}= </> . However, whenwe try to combine the sets {AC} from the left half
of the tree with the {ACG} set on the right {AC}n{ACG}={AC}, there are
common characters. The formation of the character set for this final root node
therefore does not incur an increase in the score, however the evaluation of this first
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column of input data dd cause a score increase of 3, as can be seen in the diagram.
This process is repeated for each column of the input datamatrix, using the same tree.
After all columns have been scored the total number of nodes incurring score
increases becomes the score used in ranking that un-rooted bifurcating tree. All
possible un-rooted bifurcating trees must then be iterated through and accounted for,
and the tree(s) containing the least number of nodes incurring score increases (asterisk
nodes), is (are) the solution(s) to the parsimony search for optimal phyiogenetic trees.
3-3 Pre-Scoring Optimizations
The algorithm described above uses Fitch parsimony to evaluate each and every
column of the input data matrix against the tree being used Typically though, in
practical data that is derived from actual species which are often closely related there
aremanypatterns which can be exploited to avoid having to evaluate every column [6] .
The most obvious of these is of course that if a column consists of only 1 character
type A,C,G, or T, there will be no changes in the tree (or intersections that form the
null set), and the score for that columnwill be 0. Similarly, if a column is composed of
all one character except for 1 other character (eg. AAAAG), the score for this column
will be 1. Also, if a column has only 1 occurrence of 2 or 3 other characters (AAACG
or AATCG) and the rest of the column is composed entirely of one other character
type, the scores would be 2 and 3, respectively, for these columns. These four cases
constitute what biologists call uninformative sites in the DNA, since the scores for
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these columns will remain the same regardess of the tree that is being scored
Another obvious reduction in computation can be taken advantage of if one row is
identical to another, in which case their scores will be the same. And finally, a less
straight-forward reduction can be usedwhen one row has the same pattern as another,
inwhich case their scores will also be the same. For example, the columns AACGTT
andGGTACC both have the formWWXYZZ whereW = A andG, X = C andT, Y
= G andA, and Z = T and C, for the respective columns.
Applying these ideas to the input data in figure 3.6 (taken from figure 3.1), we know
that the first column's score is 3. The 2nd column has no changes and will be 0. The
3rd
column contains one character that is different from the others in the column,
which itself occurs once, and the score is therefore 1. The
4th has two characters
which are different than the rest of the column, each only occurring once, so the score
is 2. Similarly, the 5th and 6th columns have three characters which are different than
the rest of the row (although the rest of the column for 5-taxa is only two characters),
each only occurring once, and the scores are both 3- Finally, column seven is the same
as column one (score of 3), and column eight is the same pattern as column one
(XYXYZ) for a score of 3 as well. Therefore the total score for the particular tree is
18. The algorithm would then move on to another tree and score it in the same way,
keeping track of the tree topologies with the lowest scores to be reported as solutions
after all possible bifurcating un-weighted trees have been accounted for.
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Species Data
Human CCAGTCCT
Chimpanzee ACACTAAG
Fly CCGTCGCT
Cat ACATGTAG
Lion GCATATGA
Score 3+0+1+2+3+3+3+3 = 18
Figure 3.6 Scored input datamatrix for the tree topology in figure 3-5.
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Chapter4-TheBranchandBoundShortcut
Although Fitch parsimony is one of the quicker scoring algorithms due to its
simplicity, the nature of the search space growth given an increase in the number of
input taxa, increases far too quickly for this method of searchingwhen using data sets
of 12 taxa (given a reasonably sized computer cluster) or larger [4]. Although
sometimes biologists must resort to non-deterministic heuristic searches, which
estimate the optimal tree, there is still another very important optimization which can
reduce search times considerably for deterministic searches like Fitch parsimony. The
Branch and Bound strategy [10] works by "pruning" the search space, eliminating
entire groups of trees. The algorithms starts by first scoring treeswith fewer taxa than
there are in the input data, and then adding one taxon at a time, re-scoring the tree
each time. If at any point the score of a tree containing a reduced number of taxa is
already higher than the best score found for a full-size tree (with as many taxa as are
represented in the input file) so far in the overall search, we know already that adding
additional taxa could onlyworsen the score, andwe can omit scoring any trees that can
be built from this reduced-taxa treewhichwe found a higher score for.
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41 Tree TopologyRepresentation
4.1.1 Treeldertifiers
Before the Branch and Bound algorithm can be implemented wemust develop away
of keeping track of which trees have been searched which ones need to be, andwhich
ones can be eliminated Ultimately, we need a method of associating each indvidual
tree topology for any number of taxa, to a certain unique identifier. At first glance,
simply numbering the treeswould seem a viable option; however, aswe saw in section
2.2, the number of trees would quickly overflow the range of even an unsigned 64-bit
integer. The range of such a variable would be 1.84467 xlO19 , and with a 20-taxa
input datamatrix, there are 2.2 1543 x 1
020
possible un-rooted trees.
A more robust way of identifying trees uses a variable sized vector of numbers, and is
based on the principles used to determine the number of possible trees for a given
number of taxa presented in section 2.2. As discussed earlier, there is only one 3-taxa
un-rooted tree, then three 4-taxa trees which can be formed from the 3-taxa one, five
5-taxa trees from any of the three 4-taxa trees, and so on. From here on, I will refer to
a reduced-taxa tree as a tree with fewer taxa than are present in the input data file
(fewer than the optimal solution trees which will be found). Also, the term taxa-level
will be used to identify the number of taxa in the reduced-taxa tree (for example, a 6-
taxa reduced-taxa tree reduced by one taxa-level would contain 5-taxa). If we use a
vector to keep track of which reduced-taxa trees were used at each taxa-level to
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achieve the current tree, thenwewill be able to uniquely identify any possible treewith
any number of taxa. Therefore we will have an identifier vector of numbers in the
range 1-1, l->3, 1">5, l->7, ... for the 3rd, 4th, 5lh, and 6th, . . . taxa-levels respectively.
This can be easily represented using an array of numbers and leaving the first three
numbers blank Doing this allows indexing corresponding to each taxa-level. See
figure 4.1 below for a visual representation of this.
treelD[3] = 0 C
taxa-level 3
taxa-level 4
treelD[3] = 0
treelD[4] = 0
C .B
lreelD[3] = 0 treelD[3] = 0
treelD[4] = 1 treelD[4] = 2
A .C D B
X X:
taxa-level 4
taxa-level 5
treelD[3] = 0 treelD[3] = 0 treelD[3] = 0 treelD[3] = 0 treelD[3] = 0
treelD[4] = 1 treelD[4] = 1 treelD[4l = 1 treelD[4] = 1 treelD[4] = 1
treelD[5] = 0 treelD[5] = 1 lreelD[5) = 2 treelD[5] = 3 treelD[S] = 4
d~Wc E_lyc d_Ub -wE d_L/c
e^b d/^b a/\c c/\b ?Ni
Figure 4.1 Tree identifiervectorexample.
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Figure 4.1 above shows the 3rd, 4th, and 5th taxa-levels, and the associated identifier
vector values for each of the trees (only the middle treeID[4] = 1 tree is expanded to
save space).
4.1.2 TreeGenerationand theNeuids Fonmt
Since we now have a system of identifying trees, we must also be able to convert a
given identifier into a symbolic form representing a tree's topology, so that it can be
stored and manipulated on a computer. An open source program calledTreeGen [28]
does exactly that, and was adapted in this thesis to accept the type of tree identifier
vectors dscussed above instead of being limited to one 32-bit integer identifiers (which
it originally used). After somemodifications, the portion of the software that was used
now accepts a vector identifier and returns a Newick formatted string corresponding
to the un-rooted tree identifier. The Newick format is a shorthand notation for
representing a tree symbolically using parenthesis and commas to represent branching
[4]. It is fairly intuitive to understand; figure 4.2 provides a couple of examples of tree
topologies and their correspondingNewick string representations.
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(((<A,B},C),D),E) <<<A,B),C>,(D,E))
Figure42: TheNewick string tree topology representation format
42 Branch andBound
Having now outlined a way of identifying all possible tree topologies for any number
of taxa, as well as having a method of generating and storing a tree topology
symbolically on a computer, we have the necessary tools to use theBranch and Bound
algorithm. Asmentioned earlier, startingwith the single 3-taxa tree, taxa are added one
at a time in every possible way. From now on, we will refer to the score for the
topology found with the fewest required changes so far, or lowest score, as the
threshold score. The threshold score and identifiers for full trees using all taxon from
the input file are kept track of by the program. If a taxa named E is added and the
score for that reduced-taxa tree becomes greater than the threshold so far, the
algorithm undoes the addition of taxa E, returning to the reduced-taxa tree that was
added to, and tries to add the same taxa E but in a different way. Each time the
algorithm backtracks in this way, it effectively skips evaluation and ranking of all trees
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that could have been built using that tree which produced a score higher than the
threshold If the algorithm has tried to add the new taxon E in all possible ways and
still produces a score greater than the threshold the taxonD that was added before the
new taxonE trying to be added, is also removed This process of returning to a lower
taxa-level could continue until the single 3-taxa tree is left over, inwhich case all trees
have been accounted for. The algorithm is outlines below (based on [6, 4]>
Given the 0th 4-taxa un-rooted tree as a starting point:
1. While the algorithm hasn't backtracked to the single 3-taxa tree
a. Score current tree
b. If (tree score <= threshold)
i. If (taxa level = #of input file taxa)
1. save tree, replacing other best trees and their score so far
if this tree had a better score.
2. Remove the last added taxon and add it in a different
way, or return to the next lowest taxa-level if that taxon
has been added in all possible ways (continue to lower
and lower taxa-levels if the taxa addedat those level have
also been added in allways, but stop at taxa-level 3)
ii. Else
1. Add another taxon to the current tree.
c. Else
i. Remove the last added taxon and add it in a different way, or
return to the next lowest taxa-level if that taxon has been added in
all possible ways, (continue to lower and lower taxa-levels if the
taxa added at those level have also been added in all ways, but
stop at taxa-level 3)
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In the above algorithm, it is not the actual treeswhich are beingmanipulated, added to,
reduced, and so on; rather it is the identifier vectors described earlier that are being
added to. For example the first of the 5-taxa trees in figure 4.1 has identification
indces as follows: [Cj[l][Cj, which correspond to theways inwhich the 3rd, 4th, and 5th
taxawere added In the algorithm above, ifwewere to remove and add the last added
taxon in a different way ( step l.b.i.2 or l.ci ), wewould simply increment the 5th taxa-
level index to obtain [Cj[l][l]. If in these steps ( 1 .b.i.2 or l.ci )we reach [Cj[l][4] and
cannot add the 5th taxon in a different way, we return to the lower taxa-level and add
that
4th
taxon in a different way to obtain 1(312] (note that the
3rd index, or 5th taxa-level
index is unimportant). Ifwe need to add another taxon as in step l.b.ii.l, andwewere
at the
4th
taxa-level using the above [(312} tree, the new 5-taxa tree identifier would be
[(3[2][(3 (note that the 5th taxa-level index, or 3rd index is reset to 0 when a tree
identifier is stepped to the next higher taxa-level). Finally, to tie everything together,
the visual representation shown below in figure 4.3 may be of further assistance to
understanding the algorithm. Starting with the single 3-taxa tree Al, the score is
obviously lower than the threshold (which should be set to a very high number at first)
and taxon D is added to obtain Bl, which is also lower than the threshold TheCl.l
group of trees is continued until all trees have been searched in the same manner;
however, trees CI.2 andCI.3 at the 5th taxa-level were skipped since their scores must
have been higher than the threshold set from one of the trees built from theCl.l tree.
After the CI.5 group of trees is searched, the E taxon cannot be added in any other
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way, and we return to Bl, then add D to the C branch instead of the B branch
obtaining B2. The B2 tree at the
4th taxa-level must be lower than the threshold
however the C2.3, C2.4, and C2.5 trees were not. Finally, after returning from the B2
group of trees, we add D to the A branch obtaining B3, which is already higher than
the threshold Now out of ways to add the D taxon at the 4th taxa-level, we return to
the 3rd taxa-level inwhich there are obviously no other ways to add the C taxon. This
means the search is complete.
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B C
Figure 43: IllustrationofBranchandBound[4].
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Chapter5-ParallelizationoftheSearch
The Branch and Bound algorithm is not unique to phyiogenetic inference, it can be
effectively employed to improve performance in any other field involving similar types
of searches for trees. As such, parallelization of the algorithm has also been the topic
of other research projects[12], papers[l], and literature[27]. As with any parallel
algorithm, there is a need to be able to dvide the problem into smaller ones, while
keeping track of what has been done and what else needs to be accomplished to finish
the job. The tree topology identification system outlined in section 4.1.1 was designed
with parallelization in mind Instead of sending each of the indvidual tree topologies
that need to be ranked to the various nodes in the cluster, sending the information
describing a single reduced-taxa tree topology in the form of an identifier vector, can
implicitly represent all of the possible trees that can be formed by adding taxa to it.
This will allow for both the partitioning of the problem, as well as a means to track
progress and avoid missing any tree topologies or inadvertently processing other ones
multiple times.
5.1 Characterizationofthe Problem
The parallelized code is written using the freely available MPICH libraries in C, and
will be tested on message passing clusters. These clusters will include the 16-node
Linux cluster in RIT's Computer Engineering department (segfault.ce.rit.edu), a 30-
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node NOW (Network of Workstations) comprised of the AMD Opteron VLSI
machines also from the Computer Engineering department, and possibly the 104-node
cluster in the Golisano College of Applied Computing. All of these clusters will also
be homogeneous, meaning each of the
nodes' hardware and software will be identical.
When parallelizing any algorithm on non-shared memory systems such as those
described above, there are a number of common goals for the results and performance
of the parallel codewhich tend to recur. These include
Reducing the communication-to-computation ratio. Ideally, if a program
parallelizes in a perfectly linear fashion (speedup is equal to the number of
nodes used), this ratiowould be 0. The added overhead of sending data to be
processed to the nodes, and then gathering their results because memory isn't
shared should beminimized as much as possible.
Reducing the amount of ide time on nodes during execution. Aside from
waiting for communication to finish before further processing, ensuring that
no node becomes unproductive simply because it runs out of data to be
processed is also amajor concern.
The branch and bound problem imposes a fewother concerns aswell. Asmentioned
before, sending tree identifier vectors implicitlyprovides tree topology information to
a receiving node for all of the trees that could be built from it. Unfortunately, it is not
usuallypossible to use a taxa-levelwhich provides the same number of reduced-taxa
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tree identifiers as there are nodes, since the number of trees for a given taxa-level is (2.n
- 5). Furthermore, even if 1, 3, 15, 105, . . . nodes are used to split up the reduced-taxa
trees for the 3rd, 4th, 5*, 6th, . . . taxa-levels, it is highly unlikely that theywill all evaluate
the same number of trees and complete theirwork in the same amount of time. By
going to higher and higher taxa-levels, the number of reduced-taxa tree identifiers
increases quickly, and amore even dstribution of these tree identifiers occurs. Of
course, asmore tree identifiers are being sent across the network, the communication-
to-computation ratio suffers.
Central to the effectiveness of branch andbound is finding a tree topologywhich
generates a very low score, thus eliminating amajority of the other possible treeswith
scores higher than this value. Finding a new threshold that is lower than the previous
one by even 1 or 2 changes in DNA can have immediate effects on the algorithm's
ability to reduce the search space. It is therefore imperative that in a parallel search,
nodes finding improvements in the threshold value are able to share themwith all
other nodes, and that there is a mechanism in place for this. Ideally, thresholdswould
all instantlyupdatewhen one node finds an improved threshold value. As is the case
with sending toomany reduced-taxa tree identifier vectors though, sending toomany
threshold updates across the networkswould also have unwanted effects on the
communication-to-computation ratio.
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5.2 PreviousWork
One of the only references I found for this thesis that focused primarily on the
parallelization of branch and bound algorithms was [1]. Unfortunately, the portion
which dealt with the flavor of branch & bound used for phylogenetics, was based on
the use of a shared memory system. Previous to my attempt at parallelizing this
problem, another graduate student (Ken Jacobi [12]) from the Computer Science
Department at RIT workedwith Dr. Buckley [2] as well, to parallelize the same branch
and bound parsimony search. Although hewas unable to get a version of his software
working which provided correct results, his work and ideas for parallelization were a
good starting point for this thesis. His research provides a good overviewof the basics
of phyiogenetic analysis, parsimony, and the branch and bound algorithm.
5.3 SolutionConsiderations
After taking the abovementioned goals into consideration, a number of combinations
seem possible for the parallelization given the trade-offs between sendingmore or less
data across the network, the communication-to-computation ratio, and the
performance of the program. The choices which must be made regarding which
parallelization scheme to use can be dvided into the three categories that follow.
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531 TiwTcpdqgyDistributionStrategy
Two dstinct strategies were considered, both with their own advantages and
dsadvantages. The first simply sends groups of trees out to each node including the
root (through reduced-taxa tree identifiers), collects all of their results once each of
them has completed and repeat the process until all possible tree topologies have been
accounted for. The advantage of this barrier-type parallelization method is that all
nodes including the root are used the disadvantage however, is that that since some
nodes will process less trees than others ^because of the branch and bound algorithm),
therewill almost always be some ide nodeswhile others are finishing before new tree
identifiers are sent out. The second strategy is to delegate the root node as the
scheduler. Instead of searching its own group of trees as in the first strategy, it would
wait for results from other nodes as soon as they complete, and immediately return
them a new group of trees to work on. Here, the advantage is that none of the
working nodes will go ide. The dawback is that we must sacrifice the root node's
processing capabilities bymaking it wait for replies from others.
53-2 GrainSize
For both of the above strategies we have ignored the fact that the number of reduced-
taxa tree identifiers may not be dvisible by the number of nodes being used As said
before though, the time taken for nodes to evaluate a given group of tree topologies
represented by a tree identifier can vary damatically due to a number of criteria.
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Therefore even if we can represent the entire search space by fifteen tree identifiers
andwe send them to fifteenworking nodes, some nodes will go ide if they finish early.
By sending smaller and smaller sized search spaces to each node, thus decreasing the
grain size, the nodes may be given newwork to do many times. This would solve the
problem of having a majority of the nodes ide while a small number of them finish.
The dawback is that there is more communication needed increasing the
communication-to-computation ratio. Tests must be conducted to determine the
optimal grain size as it affects the inverse relationship between node ide time and the
communication-to-computation ratio. Furthermore, to obtain the same grain size (or
group of tree topologies represented by a given tree identifier), tree identifiers of
different taxa-levels must be used for the various numbers of possible taxa in the input
file.
5.3-3 ThreshddUpdatirg
The last of the three variables to consider in optimizing the parallelization of branch
and bound parsimony, concerns keeping all nodes concurrently aware of the best
threshold found by any node so far. There is no question that this feature needs to be
incorporated somehow. The ambiguity lies in determining how often updates should
be made. Having all nodes report and update their thresholds frequently ensures that
theywill all benefit from the latest threshold which could allow for greater reductions
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in search space. Making the threshold update intervals too close though, will flood the
network and increase the communication-to-computation ratio.
Ultimately, the decision for which combination of the above three items will be most
effective has to be determined through testing and analysis. In Chapter 7, the overall
results of the program as well as results for specific tests targeted towards finding the
best combination for parallelization, are presented
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Chapter6- Implementation
So far, only theory on the development of the program in this thesis has been
dscussed This chapter will focus on the actual implementation it, and on the
reasoning for each of its components. As mentioned before, the C programming
language was used and parallelizationwas accomplished through theMPICH libraries
(a free implementation ofMPI [16]). Also, a GUI (graphical user interface) written in
QT [5,22], was added as a wrapper to the main functionality of the program (which
can still be accessed through command line control).
6.1 Module Summary
Each of the specific modules of the programwill nowbe discussed in further detail; to
begin though, a summary of the purposes and functions of each of the files that make
up the program is given below, as these files will be referenced throughout themodule
descriptions.
tteeID.(c/h) Simplifies the use of tree topology identifier vectors by
providing functions to support the creation of these vector, as well as other
necessary operators for this newdata type.
irrit.(c/h) This module is used at the beginning of a search. It checks the
validtyof the specified input DNA file and populates a data structure, which is
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used throughout the program using information taken from that file. Various
pre-search optimizations (dscussed in section 3.3) are attempted as well, to
reduce the search time.
treegen.(c/h) Given a unique tree identifier vector, the corresponding tree
topology in the Newick string representation is returned Part of the
implementation for thismodulewas borrowed from [28] .
score.(c/h) Using the Fitch parsimony algorithm described in section 3-2.3,
the DNA data matrix from the input, and a tree topology given in Newick
format, this module will return the corresponding score for the data on the
particular topology.
wotfcer.(c/h) This module is given a single reduced-taxa tree identifier
vector and oversees the search through all possible topologies that could be
built from it. It implements the branch and bound algorithm; using the DNA
input data, it iterates, and if necessary scores each of the possible tree
topologies in its search space while also keeping track of the lowest scoring
ones.
muM_proc.(c/h) Oversees all other modules. It initializes other nodes,
dstributes the total search space using reduced-taxa tree identifiers, then
collects and reports results.
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tree_graph.(c/h) Converts a Newick string tree topology to anASCII-based
picture of that tree (a dendogram). This was not a simple task; it was
therefore implemented as its own module, which takes a Newick string as
input and daws the corresponding dendrogram on the screen.
The flowchart below shows how thesemodules work together collectively.
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Entry to Program (root node,
uses treelD module throughout)
MultLproc
Entry to Program (slave nodes, use
treelD module throughout)
1
If more r*
search
space
left
If all
search
space
searched
init
Get input
data, and do
pre-score
optimizations
MultLproc
Initialize nodes
Send reduced taxa tree topology
identifier vectors (distribute search
space among nodes)
Periodic replies with current thresholds
Update nodes with best overall thresholds
Return results (best trees found)
Signal slave nodes to terminate
treegen
worker score
Report Results using
dendrograms if necessary
Tree_graph
Termination of
3rogram (slave
node)
Termination of
Program (root
node)
Figure 6.1: Flowchart overviewofprogramexecution and used modules.
In the above dagram, the modules are indcated by the labeled black boxes
surrounding them, the calls from one computer or module to another are shown by
arrows (with description text nearby), and the life of the program on the root and slave
nodes is shown by the vertical dashed lines (only one slave node is shown; however
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the flowcharts for any of the others would be the same, since the root node interacts
with them in the sameways).
Finally, an efficient and simple way of containing and communicating many different
forms of data related to the search was needed For this, a new structured datatype
was created which contained information such as the DNA data, pre-scoring
information, best trees found so far, program performance statistics, and more. This
new type calledDNA
_infq
allowed all information that could be needed by any part of
the program to be passed from module to module through a single pointer to a
memory address.
6.2 InputData Format
Many of the popular phyiogenetic inference software suites allow robust input data
formats; however, given the goals of this thesis, implementing most of these features
seemed out of scope. The input format was kept very simple flxit is still compatible
with many phyiogenetic programs such as PHYLIP [7]), and is composed of two non-
whitespace character strings per line. The following rules outline the data format:
1 . E ach taxonmust be represented by a single line in the file.
2. Each taxon line must contain exactly 2 non-whitespace tokens, separated
preceded, and/or followed by any amount ofwhitespace.
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3. The first token must be used as the identifier name for that particular taxon,
and the secondmust be used as the input DNA data.
4. The second token containing the DNA data must be composed of only the
following characters: A,C,G,T. All DNA data tokens (2nd) must contain the
same number of characters.
5. Any blank lines will be ignored Any lines with one, or more than two non-
whitespace tokens will be flagged as a bad format error, and the program will
terminate.
Figure 6.2 below, provides a sample 5-taxa input file, and an alternate form that is not
as aesthetic, but is valid and equivalent to the first.
beginning file 1 beginning file 2
Human AGTCCTAGC
Chimpanzee GCCATCGCT Human AGTCCTAGC
Fly GCTGCCAAG Chimpanzee GCCATCGCT
Cat ACTGACAAA Fly GCTGCCAAG
Lion GATACATGG
end of file
Cat ACTGACAAA
Lion GATACATGG
end of file
Figure 6.2s Two valid and equivalent 5-taxa input data files.
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6.3 Initializationand Pre-ScoreOptimization
Upon running the program, the Mt routine (described earlier) is called If the file
opens properly and is of valid format, the pre-scoring optimizations (section 3.2.3)
such as finding uninformative sites, are done. For each site (or column) in the data,
there are essentially three possibilities for theway it should be scored
1. The site is uninformative, and the contribution to the overall score can be
immediately calculated to be 0, 1, 2, or 3.
2. The site is informative, and no other site so far (in the process of examining
the columns from left to right) has either been identical or had the same
pattern. In this case the site should bemarked for later evaluation using Fitch
parsimony for the particular tree topology being evaluated
3. The site is either the same or has the same pattern as a site to the left of it that
has already been examined In this case the site should be marked with a
reference to the site it is equivalent to, so that the score contribution from that
site can be used for this particular site as well (once the other site's is known).
The information above is saved using the scores, and rtfend arrays contained in the
DNA_infb structure datatype. Other essential information is also populated in the
structure within the init routine, such as num_sttes, and numjaxa, as well as the actual
matrix ofDNA character stored in the nwi_sites-by-nwi_taxasized matrix called dcta
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6.4 The scowand tteegen Modules
6.4.1 ThescoreModule
The scoremodule implements the Fitch scoring method and for a given DNA data
matrix and tree topology, it uses the pre-scoring data to produce the total score for the
tree using all DNA data Themodule is initializedwith theDNA and pre-scoring data
when the root initializes the slave nodes. After this, whenever the markermodule calls
the scoremodule, only a Newick string representing the topology is needed Iterating
through the sites in the DNA matrix, the score module keeps a total score. When
needed, the Fitch algorithm is used, and the column's data is inserted into the tree
topology. For example, if the column data for a 5-taxa treewas AGAGT (for the
0th
through 4th taxon respectively), and the Newick tree topology string given
vas((0,4),(2,(l,3M the algorithm would start with this tree ((A,T),(A,(G,G))). Just as
the algorithm prescribes (see section 3.2.3), the tree is then reduced to a single group
of characters, one pair of leaf nodes (with a common parent) at a time. Figure 6.3
below shows the remainder of this procedure, where each asterisks represents 1 being
added to the score for this site against the particular tree. The first group of taxa
immediately separated by a comma is always reduced first, until there are no more
commas in the Newick tree, and there is only one group of characters. This process
always completes in (# taxa- 1) steps, 4 in this case.
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Original tree: ((A ,T),(A ,(G,G)))
1st Reduction: ((A T),(A,(G,GW
2nd Reduction: ((AT),(A,G))
3rd Reduction: ((AT),(AG)y
4th Reduction: (A)
Figure 6.3: Example ofF itch parsirnony scoring reduction fora given site in the scaremodule.
The actual characters used to save the A,C,G, and T nucleotides in the software are
actually 0x23 * 0x26. This leaves characters
'0'
through
'-' (char 0x30 -> 0x7E) so
that Newick trees can be formed for up to 79 taxa The scoremodule is one part of the
program which accounts for a large portion of processor utilization during execution,
and would be a good canddate for replacement by a more efficient algorithm. An
efficient parsimony implementation was not the goal of this thesis though; more ideas
for possible improvements to the program's performancewill be given in chapter 10.
6.4.2 ThetroegnMaMe
The implementation of the treegnmodule, as said before, was partially taken from an
open source program called TreeGen, written by Marty J. Wolf of Mankato State
University [28]. Since parallelization of the search was the focus of this thesis, and
finding an efficient way to iterate through each possible topology dd not appear to be
a simple task, TreeGen codewhich does just that was adapted toworkwith the treelD
topology identification vectors. Through a single method interface, any tree
identification vector is converted into a Newick tree string using characters 0x30 ->
0x7E to represent taxon # 0 through up to taxon # 78.
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6.5 The aeelD and markerModules
6.5.1 ThetredDModule
Key to the program's ability to evaluate more than 12 taxa (there are more 13-taxa un
rooted trees than the range of a 32-bit integer), is the tree identification vector type
that was dscussed in section 4.1.1. The treelD module provides a number of methods
to facilitate the use of these vectors. The newmethod allocates space for a vector of
given size corresponding to the number of taxa to be represented The indD and dadD
methods increment and decrement the last position in the vector for the number of
taxa being used, and return a non-zero number (otherwise a 1) when there is a carry
(indD) or borrow (dalD) to the lower taxa-levels in the vector. The corrpID returns 0
onlywhen two vectors representing the same number of taxa are identical (represent
the same topology). The crty/D method copies a vector to another of the same or
greater size (representing the same number of taxa or more). Finally, the printlD
method can be used for debugging to dsplay the contents of a vector. This utilitywas
created to simplify the code throughout the program, especially in the makermodule,
whichwill be dscussed next.
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6.5.2 TheworkerModule
The uorkermodule implements the branch and bound algorithm. It can be used on
either the root node or slaves; however, for the methods chosen to parallelize the
search (dscussed in the next section), actual searching and scoring will only be
accomplished on slave nodes. Upon initialization, it passes on the information
contained in theDNA_info structure that it received to the scoremodule, which uses it
later. Once a slave node receives a reduced-taxa tree identifier vector from the root, it
passes this vector and the best threshold so far to the uorkermodule, and the search
begins. The identifier vector given will also have an associated reduced-taxa level for
the reduced-taxa tree it represents. The branch and bound search that follows will
consider every possible tree that can be built by adding up to all the remaining taxa in
the input to the reduced-taxa tree given. Following the algorithm for branch and
bound dscussed in section 4.2, the taxa-level is incremented and decremented
according to whether or not the score for the current tree is higher or lower than the
threshold Branch and bound continues until the initial reduced-tax tree identifier gets
incremented meaning all trees that could possibly be built from that first tree have
either been evaluated and/or skipped Whenever a treewith the number of taxa in the
input is found with an equal or lower threshold than the best so far, it is saved The
DNA
_irfo
structure has fields named num_best_twes and best_twes, which as their names
suggest, hold the number of best trees (if there are multiple topologies with the same
score) found so far and their corresponding topologies stored as twdD identifier
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vectors, respectively. The be&Jrees vector is doubled in sizewhenever it becomes too
small to fill the number of best topologies found Finally, the uorkermodule is also
responsible for giving periodc threshold updates to the root node, which then replies
back with the lowest global threshold among all slave nodes. This will be dscussed
further in the next section, which covers the choices made for parallelization, andwhy
those methods were picked over others based on the related data collected and show
in chapter 7.
6.6 Themulti_ptoc Module
Finally, the module which ties all others together and also contains the trainmethod
called from the command line is mlti_proz After successfully using the initmodule to
read in the input file, do prescoring, and populate the DNAJarfo structure, it then
initializes the slave nodes by sending them this structure. On the slave nodes, the
mMi_proz module initiates a blocking MPI_RecvO call which waits for instructions
from the root. If either therewas an error or the input data contains less than 8 taxa
(in which case the processing is all done on the root node instead of the slaves), the
slaves are simply notified that theywill not be needed and are instructed to terminate
execution. If the slaves will be needed though, miti_procvM oversee the dstribution
of all reduced-taxa trees to them, and manage threshold updates throughout the
search.
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6.6.1 ParvildizaionAnMeaure
Alongwith the reduced-taxa trees representing the search spaces to be handed by the
slave nodes, threshold values also need to be sent out for use with the branch and
bound algorithm in the uorkermodule As mentioned before, the lower this value is,
the more search space can be skipped Therefore it would seem important to find a
suitably low initial value for it before sending it out. There are manyways to do this.
Short heuristic searches would seem to be a good option, but would also involve a
significant amount of extra development. The chosen method for this thesis was to
simply iterate through a number of randomly generated tree topologies Graving the
same number of taxa as the input file). Choosing the right number of these trees to
search initially on the root node is difficult to do, as enough should be processed to
find a decently low threshold however, toomanywillwaste the processing capabilities
of the slaves which are ide andwaiting for work. Arbitrarily, the number of random
trees to search first in this thesis was set to 1 percent of the search space, but no more
than 10000.
Once the initial value for the threshold has been set, and the slave nodes have been
initialized and are waiting for input, the program is ready to begin searching. As
mentioned before though, determining how to dstribute the data is the crux of this
thesis. The threemain variables that were analyzedwere 1) the overall architecture of
the parallelization, 2) the grain size, and 3) the threshold update interval.
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Initial tests were done for various sized input files and varying numbers of cluster
nodes to measure processor utilization, for both architecture schemes considered
From chapter 5, these schemes were 1) to use the slaves and the root for processing
and use a barrier to control when theywere all sent the next set of reduced-taxa trees,
or 2) to not use the root node for processing, but have it constantly ready to accept
slave node results and send them new spaces to search. The initial tests mentioned
above showed that therewas a definite gain in overall processor utilization for the 2nd
scheme (see section 7.1), and so itwas used
The second variable examined was grain size, or the taxa-level used for the reduced-
taxa trees sent to the slave nodes. Decreasing grain size dd have positive effects until
a certain point, at which excess communication began to take its toll. Unfortunately,
tests attempting to find these exact points varied depending on the nature of the
specific input data used Short of writing code to examine the data and attempt to
calculate a suitable grain size, or fixing the grain size for any data, the only other
reasonable simple implementation was to base the grain size on the number of taxa in
the input file. Using the data from test results (see section 7.1), it was found that
simplymaking sure therewere at least twice as many reduced-taxa trees as therewere
processors, whatever tax-level was required for that, worked quite well in keeping all
nodes evenlyutilized throughout the search.
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The last of the three variables, the threshold update interval, was analyzed inmuch the
same way. Using the data from these tests, it was found that one second intervals
worked as effectively as any faster update rate, without adding the communication load
that they would This update interval can be changed before compilation in the
rniti_pnoch file. Given the above choices for parallelization, the resulting algorithm
followed the pseudo-code shown in figure 6.4 below:
6.6.2 A lgrtihmInplenertctimPseud>Cada
Given: the taxa-level is set, the reduced-taxa treelD at that taxa-level is reset to the first
tree, and there are trees to be processed
1. WHILE there are reduced-taxa trees left to be processed OR there are busy
nodes
a. IF there are nodes available (not busy).
i. Send a free node a reduced-taxa tree and threshold.
ii. Mark this node as busy.
Hi. Increment the treelD to get the next reduced-taxa tree, and if all
reduced-taxa trees at this level have been iterated through mark
the "treesjeft" flag as false.
b. IF there is something to receive from a slave node.
i. IF it is results.
1. Compare results' threshold with best global threshold for
results received from all nodes so far, and save the
node's best trees if the threshold is better or equal to the
global one.
2. Mark this processoras not busy or idle.
ii. IF it is a threshold update.
1. Compare the received threshold to the best global
threshold received so far, and replace it with this new one
if there is an improvement.
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2. Send the root node's best global threshold to the slave
node the update was received from.
2. Notify all slave processors to terminate, as all reduced-taxa trees have been
searched.
Figure6.4: /nuA^/OTX-module parallel search algorithm pseudo-code.
In section l.b of the algorithm in figure 6.4 above, the slave node always sends a
number first, which is its current best threshold If this number is negative, it
signals the root that the slave simply needs an update, and this number is then
negated again to obtain the slave's current threshold If the number is positive,
this indcates that the slave node has finished its work, and has results. After the
algorithm executes step 2, the search has finished Results are then dsplayed, and
the program exits.
6.7 Output Format and Implementationofthe GUI
6.7.1 TheOutputFonmt
The format of the output can be specified when executing the program from the
command line through switches, or from the GUI through checkboxes. The
dendrqgrmchedfooyi in theGUI, or the-Jswitch for command line execution, dsplays
a visual representation of the branch topology of the tree alongwith the taxon names.
The neutik option (-) dsplays the corresponding Newick trees with the taxon names
inserted. Either, both, or neither of these two options can be specified The Newick
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format, which uses commas and parentheses, is compatible with many tree graphing
utilities that are available as well (such as those availablewith PHYLIP).
6.7.2 TheGUI
Finally, a GUI was implemented for the program. Instruction for compiling and using
the GUI, as well as the rest of the program, will be dscussed in the appendix. The Qt
toolkit from Trolltech [5,22] was chosen as the interface API for this task. Not only
was it free, but it also has support for cross-platform compatibility. The GUI is
essentially a wrapper program which performs an operating system call to the
mJti_pnxtext program. It uses the era:system call to run mdti_pra:vAth the specified
number of nodes. Once complete, it opens and parses the output file to obtain results
information for dsplay in theGUI. Progress information for the current searchwhen
one is running is dsplayed in the terminalwindow theGUI was started in.
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Chapter7-Results
This chapter summarizes the results that were found and recorded for a number of
different tests of performance and functionality. First, charts will be provided to
support the decisions made in the previous chapter regarding the methods used to
parallelize the search as efficiently as possible. Themethods used to verify the validly
of the results obtained by the search will then be dscussed The performance of the
program will be shown through speedup graphs for various input files. Finally, a
comparison of performance on the s^coit cluster versus the clustered network of
workstations in the computer engineering VLSI lab at RIT will be presented As
mentioned previously, other factors such as the characteristics of the input data, can
play a significant role in the complexity of the search. Therefore the optimizations that
follow in this chapter are simply attempts to optimize the program for the input data
that was chosen. Through this, the effects of varying different aspects of the parallel
programwill hopefully be demonstrated
7.1 ParallelizationArchitecture Optimization
In the previous chapter, decisions were made regarding the manner in which the
search would be parallelized As was mentioned, these decisions were based on
experimentation and analysis. The three criteriawere 1) Parallelization architecture
the barrier method, or using the root solely to dstribute reduced-taxa trees when
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needed, 2) Grain size - The taxa-level of the reduced-taxa trees to be sent to the slave
nodes, and 3) the time intervals between threshold updates for the slave nodes.
At first glance, finding a way to effectively optimize these three variables seemed
difficult, since it was thought that making changes to one of them would have
significant effects on the others. Testing and analysis of all possible combinations
would be a difficult task. After some thought and experimentation, it was dscovered
that certain of the three variables seemed to havemore influence over the others. Of
the two considered options for variable 1, the barrier approach seemed to be intuitively
less efficient than simply providing a slave nodewith morework as soon as it finished
Time
Root Node
^
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o
3
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' Barrier
Figure 7.1 Distribution strategyoption 1-- Barrier.
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its previous search (the 2nd option for the first of the 3 parallelization criteria). The
baniermethodwould take as long for each set of search spaces sent out, as the time
taken by the slave node that is slowest in completing its search. Figure 7.1 illustrates
this first option, where all nodes in the cluster complete theirwork before any of them
start new searches. The second optionwould allownodes that have finished early to
continue processing, and onlygo ide near the completion of the entire search, when
there are nomore reduced-taxa trees to be sent out. This is shown in figure 7.2. Since
Tim*
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Figure 7.2: Distributionstrategyoption2-dynamic
uses the root node solely for dstribution and coordination of the search though, the
efficiencyof the program as awhole is immediately reduced to:
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(
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#_Of_Nodes)
Figure 7.3: Loss ofefficiencywhen the root node does no searching.
Fortunately, the efficiency improves as the number of nodes used increases, and will
approach the efficiency of using all nodes for large enough clusters. Favoring
scalability in this way, this architecture option again seemed favorable over the other.
Finally, as the grain size is reduced, and each slave node processes several separate
reduced-taxa trees (or search spaces), the problem of nodes going ide while waiting
for the end of the entire search (when no more reduced-taxa trees are available),
becomes negligible. This is similar to the loss in productivity due to the root node not
searching, and improves when the number of nodes used is increased The chart
below shows the average percentage of time nodes spent searching, where the first
architecture is the barrier scheme, and the second involves using the root solely for
dstribution of reduced-taxa trees. Themeasurements for the second scheme take into
account that that the utilization of the root node is 0% .
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Distribution Strategy vs. Node Utilization
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Figure 7.4 DistributionStrategy's. NodeUtilization.
It was assumed that using a taxa-level of 7 would still maintain a large enough grain
size to not affect the communication-to-computation ratio significantly. This will be
verified when analyzing variable 2 (grain size), next. As the chart shows, the results
were as expected, and the
2nd
architecture is favorable for higher numbers of nodes.
The second variable of interest was tested using the
2nd
architecture scheme, assuming
that it would be the choice for variable 1. The chart below summarizes the results for
varying the taxa-level for the
2nd
architecture scheme. The test was performed using 6,
11, and 16 nodes (using an 11-taxa input file) to ensure that results would not be
adversely affected by scaling the number of nodes. The chart clearly shows that taxa-
levels 6 and 7 are favorable, and similar results were found for the same test using the
1st
architecture scheme.
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Grain Size (taxa-level) vs. Execution Time
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Figure 7-5: GrainSize (taxa-level) \s. Performance (Execution time).
The last of the three variables, the thresholdupdate interval, dd not have as significant
an affect as the first two; it does however provide an increase in performance when
properly optimized After analyzing the first two variables, it was clear that the
2nd
parallelization scheme was favorable, and so it was used for the analysis of the 3rd
variable. The 11-taxa input file was used again, as it provided a large enough search
space to make the execution time long enough that changes in the variables of interest
have a measurable effect, but is also short enough to prevent having to run tests that
last multiple hours or days. The chart below shows the results from the test which
showed that one secondwas a favorable interval to use.
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7.2 FunctionalityVerification
The results were of course proven to be correct before any performance analysis was
attempted. Before continuing with a dscussion of the tests preformed to verify the
correctness of the results, it may be helpful to see exactly what the output from the
program looks like. Without using the GUI, the textual version of the program
outputs a detailed report of the findings. As an example the following command was
run:
mpirun -np 16 multi_proc testing_datZt9.dat -n -d
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The call to mpirun must be made first with the number of processors C-np 16, \6
nodes in this case) to use 2nd, and then theMPI program to run, multi_proc. The first
argument to the program must always be the input DNA file, t9.dat in this case,
which looks like this:
chipmunk GTCGCGGATAAGCCGGCATGCGTCATTC
squirrel GTCAACGAGAAGAGACCGAGACTGACTC
cat CGCGCGCGCCTCGCGCGCCTCTCGGACT
dog CTCAACAAACTCAGAGGTTGTCAGACTT
COW CAGTCAGCAGTACGTCAGCTCAAGACCT
chicken TGAAATCAGACTACGTACGAGCATGACG
snake ACTAGCACGAGACTGACACGATGACTCC
horse GCTACGATCGCAGTACGTACGCTGACAA
butterfly GACTGACTGACTGACTGACTGACTGACG
Figure 7.7: Sample InputData.
Running this program with the -d and -n options will output the resulting optimal
tree(s) in both Newick string format and the dendogram (visual) format, respectively.
The following is the actual output of this program:
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TOTAL TIME = 1.544549 seconds
INPUT FILE = "testing dat/ t9.dat"
NUH TAXA = 9
NUM CHARS = 28
NUM PROCS USED = 16
BEST SCORE = 112
TREES FOUND = 1
TREES SEARCHED = 51.06 %
AVG. PROC UTILIZATION = 98.58 k
Tree #0
(0, ((3, (4, (2, (5,8)))), (1, (6,7))))
I
chipmunk
dog
cow
cat
chicken
butterfly
- squirrel
snake
horse
Figure 7.& Output data corresponding to the input filen figure 7.7.
The results show execution time (search time only), information about the input file,
the best score, the number of trees with that score, the percentage of all trees that
could not be skipped by the branch and bound algorithm, and the average utilization
of all slave nodes that dd processing. Finally, theNewick and dendogram formats of
the optimal trees are dsplayed (note optimal trees are numbered starting at 0).
This output was then compared with the output of a program that was known to be
correct (PAUP was used), using a branch and bound parsimony search for the exact
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same file. Multiple 6) tests were done using all possible numbers of nodes (1 through
16), for a randomly created input file of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11-taxa Selected tests
were done for input files with higher numbers of taxa and with real DNA data from
Dr. Buckley, since these tests took much longer to complete. The largest file tested
was a 20-taxa file, which tookmost of a day to complete, however the program should
be able to process more (up to 78, limited by the scoremodule). For each test it was
verified that the best score, number of trees with that score, and their corresponding
topologies were the same as those generated by PAUP. It should be noted that PAUP
uses consensus trees wherever possible, and the program in this thesis does not.
Consensus trees use multifurcations to represent multiple bifurcating trees. For
example the three trees: (A, ((B, C),D)), (A, (B, (C,D)), and (A, ((B, D),C)), in this
program would all be represented by a single tree (A, (B, C,D)) in the output of a
PAUP search.
7.3 SpeedupResults
As with any parallel program, one of the best indcators of its scalability is a speedup
graph. Ideally, using 16 nodes would allow a program to have a speedup of 16, or run
16 times faster. Tests were run multiple times and averaged, for both the 9-taxa and
1 1-taxa randomlygenerated input files. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 below show these results.
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Figure 7.9: Speedup for9-taxa.
The choice to use the root node for only the dstribution of work and not for
performing actual searches, is readily apparent in these graphs. Using one node, no
communication is necessary, as all work is done on the root node. When using two
though, since the root is always delegated to not perform any searches when multiple
nodes are in use, the added communication necessary to relay all search information to
the single slave node actually increases the execution time from what it was when
searching on the root. As dscussed earlier though, this scheme is more scalable than
the barrier-type design considered, where the root is used for searching as well.
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Speedup for 11-taxa Input
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Figure 7.10: Speedup for 11-taxa.
7.4 Performance onOtherClusters
Verifying that the program performed well on other platforms as well as on the one
used thus far for development (the sqfadt cluster), was necessary to prove the
functionality and usefulness of this project. Tests for performance, data integrity
(correctness of results), and basic functionality were performed on these other
platforms. At the onset of this thesis, itwas hoped that therewould be an opportunity
to test the program on the 104-node Bioinformatics and College of Applied
Computing cluster. Unfortunately,when the programwas ready for testing, the cluster
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was dsabled so that it could be rebuilt. TheVLSI computer labworkstationswere on
the list of testing platforms to be used as well though, and after clustering them using
MPICH, this 30-node NOW (network of workstations) still allowed for a reasonably
good test of scalability.
VLSI cluster 1 1 -taxa speedup
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Figure 7.11: Speedup ibr 11-taxaon the 30-node clusterofVLSIworkstations.
The AMD Opteron processors on these workstations were superior to the Celeron
processors of the 16-node sqfadt cluster, and are responsible for the improved
execution times (node-for-node) shown in the graph below:
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Figure 7.12: Execution time for the same input onVLSIworkstations vs. the 5^raufrcluster.
On average, the VLSI computers were 1.51 times faster for the results collected, than
the computers in the sqfault cluster. (Multiple trialswere done on each cluster for each
input file tested, always Using l^nodes).
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Chapter8-DifficultiesEncountered
This chapter will outline some of the difficulties I came across in this thesis which I
found to be themost challenging. Gaining an understanding of several areas of study,
as well as developing a system of identifying an unlimited number of tree topologies
were two of themajor ones.
8.1 Multi-DisciplinaryResearch
Research literature related to this thesis was quite sparse, especially for computer
implementations of algorithms such as maximum parsimony. In addtion to the
algorithms only being described in basic terms, there were multiple algorithms which
all achieved the same goal of searching through parsimony, some of them faster or
slower, and simpler or more versatile. It took roughly a month and a half of reading
bioinformatics literature to understand the terminologies used to describe the
parsimony algorithms. It was only at this point that I was able to begin implementing
the program, after choosing to use the Fitch parsimony algorithm. Equally difficult
was understanding the branch andbound and parallelization algorithms. For example,
if parallelization techniques were described in a paper (such as [1]), the descriptions
were typically very detailed, but targeted towards platforms other than the types I
would be working with, such as shared data parallel computers. The program
implemented in this thesis dew upon information from a number of different fields;
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Bioinformatics for the parsimony and branch and bound algorithms, graph theory in
mathematics for an understanding of tree generation, and computer science and
engineering for the parallelization of the search. The time spent investigating each of
these areas was one of themajor cruxes of the project. The areas I understood least,
such as Bioinformatics, accounted for much of the lower level implementation which
had to be done first and understoodwell, before parallelization could be attempted
&2 TheTreeTc^togy IdentificationProbferns
The toughest problem to overcomewas undoubtedly that of finding away to uniquely
identify all trees being considered for searcheswhen usingmore than 12 taxa. The tree
generation code developed by [28] had not been designed to work for more than 12
taxa, and thus simply used integers for topology identifiers. After some thought about
the problem, I had hoped to be able to use a different data type, such as a long long
irtegr, which was a 64-bit integer on the machines being used Again though, this
solution was limited, and the number of trees that could be represented would be
insufficient for searches with more than 20 taxa. The solution that was ultimately
chosen, involving the identifier vectors described in previous chapters, was dscovered
by examining theTreegen code used to translate its integer identifiers to corresponding
topologies. The numeric identifier was first made into a vector before the topology
was created Given a 6-taxa integer tree identifier of 103 for example, the Treegen
algorithm finds the equivalent vector representation by successive modulus and
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dvision operations using the number of ways branches can be added at each
successive taxa-level, startingwith the last index in the vector. For this example, 103
would be dvided by the number possible branch additions at each taxa-level. This
may sound confusing, but it is quite simple. The possible taxa-levels are 6, 5, 4, and 3
(for unrooted trees) for this 6-taxa tree, and the identifier will have 4 indces
corresponding to the branches taken at each of these levels. The number of possible
branches to take (ways in which a single taxon can be added) at a given taxa-level is
[In - 5) , giving 7, 5, 3, and 1 for the taxa-levels. 103 nvdl = 5, we now know that
the index for the last place (taxa-level 6) in the identifier vector is 5. 103 / 7 = 14, and
14 nvd5 = 4, and the index for the 5* taxa-level is 4. Continuing thiswe find 14 / 5 =
2 and 2 ncd'5 = 2, 2 / 3 = 0, and 0 modi = 0 (the 3rd taxa-level index is always 0 since
there is only 1 3-taxa tree). We are left with the vector [0][2][4][5], which is equivalent
to the 103 integer. Figure 8.1 below summarizes the steps that were taken:
Given the 6-taxa integer identifier = 103
103 mod (2(6) - 5) = 5 and 103 / 7 = 14
14 mod (2(5) - 5) = 4 and 14 / 5 = 2
2 mod (2(4) - 5) = 2 and 2 / 3 = 0
0 mod (2(3) - 5) = 0
The vector is the remainders [0][2][4][5] = 103 (integer identifier)
Figure&1 Conversionofanintegertoavectoridenti^erusedinTreegen[28].
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Ultimately, this entire step was removed, as tree identifiers were stored as vectors in
the new version of the program's method of tree identification. To accommodate
these changes though, a group of support functions including operators (tredD.c and
twdD.h) were added, since the branch and bound algorithm must manipulate tree
identifiers extensively to keep track of where it is in the search. Currently, the
identifier consist of unsignadchar elements, which have a range of 0 to 255. The index
limits in the vector are 0-> 0, 0-> 2, 0-> 4, etc. . . for the 3rd, 4th, 5th, . . . taxa-levels.
Also the 0th, 1st, and 2nd positions in the array that implements the identifier vector are
unused to reduce human errorwhen referring to taxa-levels (i.e. to access
6th
taxa level
in the array called XID, simply use tID[6J). By using the tree identifier vectors, the new
limit on the number of taxa that can be used in the input is (255 / 2) = 127, minus 3
for the first indces which aren't used, allowing for 124-taxa trees to be represented
(although the serjremodule currently limits this to 78-taxa trees).
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Chapter9-Conclusion
Quite early in the research, it became evident that producing a commercial grade
application for branch and bound parsimony, that rivaled or improved upon the
performance of well know software such as PAUP or PHYLIP, would not be feasible
given the timeframe of this thesis. Years of research by many people have been
invested to optimize uni-processor searches; gaining an understanding of all of these
methods and implementing them would be a very large task even for someone
previously familiar with bioinformatics. As stated in the proposal, the main focus of
my research was to find possible methods of parallelization for branch and bound
parsimony algorithms. Having a speedup of 12 for 16 nodes, as the results in section
7.3 show, the prototype search developed met this goal adequately. The current
implementation of the program parallelizes the problem in a manner that is scalable
and efficient. (The shortcomings in execution time for this program versus PAUP and
other widely available parsimony programs are primarily related to the highly-
optimized scoring algorithms that are implemented in these programs, as this tends to
be the major bottleneck in phyiogenetic search software). Through experiments
conducted in this thesis though, many of the nuances associatedwith parallelization of
branch and bound parsimony search problems were dscovered and analyzed The
effects of varying grain size, themethods ofworkload dstribution and tracking of the
search, as well as the effects of varying the threshold update intervals were all
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considered As mentioned, all of these variables affect one another, and therefore
need to be evaluated in a somewhat iterative process. Central to the variances in
performance that result from changes to these three variables, was the
communication-to-computation ratio, as more communication could often dstribute
theworkload better while also incurring added communication timewhich could have
had a negative effect on execution time. The importance of these three variables and
their relationship with the parallelization (see section 7.1) of branch and bound
parsimony algorithms could benefit others looking to parallelize similar searches. The
values found to be optimal for the program in this thesiswere optimized for the sqfault
cluster and the chosen input data; however, on a different cluster with different
hardware components and input data, these values would need to be recalculated in
order for the program to perform optimally.
9.1 Effects ofInput FileData onParallelization
Another implication that was dscovered, which could affect the values chosen for the
three variables, is the nature of the data in the input file and how well that data is
suited to the branch and bound algorithm. For example, consider the two following
data files:
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0 GTCGCGGATAAGCCGGCA
1 GTCAACGAGAAGAGACCG
2 GGCGCGCGCCTCGGGCGG
3 CTCAACAAACTCAGAGGT
4 CAGTCAGCAGTACGTCAG
5 TGAAATCAGACTACGTAC
6 ACTAGCACGAGACTGACA
7 GCTACGflTCGCAGTflCGT
8 GACTGACTGACTGACTGA
9 AGCTACTCGAAGCTACGT
10 GCAACGTAGCTACGTACG
Figure 9.1- 11-taxa, 18 character input filewith randomdata.
0 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
1 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAG
2 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGG
3 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGG
4 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGG
5 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGG
6 AAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGG
7 AAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGG
8 AAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGG
9 AAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGG
10 AAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGG
11 AAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGG
12 AAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGG
13 AAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGG
14 AAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
15 AAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
16 AAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
Figure9.2: 17-taxa, 18 character input filewith simple ordered data.
The first file has random data, and contains more changes than most files containing
real DNA data to be analyzed The second contains data in which each taxa contains
exactly one 1 change from the one listed before it, which also would not be likely to
occur in nature. The branch and bound algorithm can eliminate almost all of the
search in the second input file though, and only needs to search less than 0.001 % of
the entire search space, as opposed to the 10.81 % required for the
1st file. The search
using the file with 17-taxa takes about 40% less time to run than the one containing
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11-taxa, simply because the branch and bound algorithm can take advantage of the
data. This is an unrealistic and extreme case; however, although it does not need to be
considered for uni-processor algorithms, it can have a significant effect on which
values are chosen for the three aforementioned parallelization variables. It shows that
if a perfectly optimized parallel search were to be accomplished, the data in the input
would need to be analyzed first.
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Chapter10-FuturePossibilities
As mentioned before, this program is not yet comparable in performance with
commercial software of its kind Although it does contain valuable information for
any developer who may be parallelizing a phyiogenetic search, there are a number of
improvements that could significantly enhance the program's performance and/or
facilitate its use. This chapter will summarize a few of the ideas that I had for possible
features to add to the program, but dd not have time to implement. Of the six topics
that will be dscussed, the first threewill involve improvements to the parallelization of
the search, and the last three are not related to parallel searching, but may improve the
program as awhole.
10.1 Threading on theRootNode
The two architectures for parallelization described throughout this thesis were the
barrier scheme, and a second type in which the root node dd no processing, but
simply delegated work to slave nodes. The reason the root node cannot do work in
the second scheme as it must wait (or poll) for incoming messages from slave nodes.
The solution to this would be to make the root process multi-threaded Thus, once
the program began searching, the root node could spawn a separate
2nd
thread to do
processing, and share CPU time with the first threadwhich would still be responsible
for responding to messages from slave nodes. Since the root node would have two
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tasks, its performance would likely be lower than that of slave nodes; however, it is
likely that the CPU is ide most of the time using the current non-threaded scheme,
and the new, threadedversionwould be able to use this ide timemore effectively.
10.2 DynamicGrainSize
Currently, the grain size is determined through tests and is then fixed for a given
compilation of the code. As mentioned in the conclusion chapter, input file data can
have a significant effect on runtime Although the tests that were run optimized the
parallelization variables for the chosen input data, it is impossible to setup the program
to run optimally for any input data using the current scheme. To improve upon this,
the root could change the taxa-level it is using for current reduced-taxa treeswhich it is
sending to the slaves depending upon how long the slaves took to process the previous
trees theywere assigned In this way the program could optimize itself as it ran. For
large enough data sets,, this would be more efficient than fixing the parallelization
variables as they are now.
10.3 Pre-SeajchInput FileAnalysis
The two input files that were compared in the conclusion chapter brought to attention
the need to consider the type of data contained in the input, if optimal performance is
to be achieved A module to analyze the input data, determine howwell suited it will
be for the branch and bound algorithm, and then set the parallelization variables
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accordingly could dynamically maintain performance from one input file to another.
Perfecting this type of module would be difficult, and a better understanding of the
branch and bound algorithmwould be needed; however, even a basic prediction based
on observations made from the input DNA data, could help the overall performance
of the program.
10.4 Improved InitialThresholdDetermination
The search for an initial threshold value to send slave nodes used in the program for
this thesis is very crude. It is random, and could even search topologies that have
already been evaluated There are numerous options for better initial threshold
searches. For example, the program could start with a few reduced-taxa trees and add
taxa one at a time, in theways that incur the least addtion to the tree's overall score, to
achieve trees with as many taxa as are contained in the input file (keeping the lowest
scoring one). An even better solution would be to use a heuristic search for a short
period of time and keep its best result.
10.5 FasterFitchPatsirnony
The biggest bottleneck in the program is the scoring algorithm, as this is the heart of
the search, where the CPU spends themost time. This is the case with any parsimony
search, and for this reason scientists and developers have gone to great lengths to
improve the efficiency of scoring. The researchers in [9], and [18] offer detailed insight
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into some of these speedups, and go as far as implementing a Fitch scoring algorithm
in assembly pseudo-code to save clock cycles. Again though, optimization of the
parsimony algorithmwas not themain goal ofmy research.
10.6 Other
Finally, there are a number of smaller changes that could be made to make the
program easier to use, and more comparable in its input and output specifications to
PAUP or PHYLIP. Consensus trees, as mentioned in chapter 9, could be used to
summarize the output data through a more usable form. Also, the input characters
currently accepted as valid areA, C, G, and T. The programwould bemore flexible if
it accepted summarizing characters such as Y, which represents the group of
nucleotides ACT; or even better, if it accepted the same .nex files used with PAUP as
an alternative form of input.
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AppendixA
This extra section is a user's manual for anyonewishing to use the program or code It
is dvided into three sections: requirements and installation, use of the program, and
limitations.
A.1 Requirements and Installation
To install and run at least the textual version of the program developed in this thesis
youwill need
At least one computer (or multiple networked computers).
AC compiler.
MPI libraries andmodules for compilation and execution.
To use theGUI, youwill also need
Access to the Qt libraries [5,22] during compilation
A windows environment (Xwin serverwas usedwith L inux).
Assuming the reader understands how to install and use the above items, once the
code from the accompanying CD is downloaded to the target platform, you will need
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to compile it. To compile the main part of the program (textual version), run the
following command from the directory the code is in:
mpicc score.c treegen.c tree_graph.c treelD.c worker.c multi_proc.c -omulti_proc
This will produce the executable named multi_proc. To compile the GUI program
(which calls the textual program), run the following two commands to produce the
executable ThesisGUI-.
moc -o moc_ThesisGUI.cpp ThesisGUI.h
g++ -l$QTDIFt/include ThesisGUI.cpp thesisGUItest.cpp
moc_ThesisGUI.cpp -L$QTDIR/lib -Iqt -o ThesisGUI
A.2 Using the Program
Once compiled, the textual program can be run byusing the mpirun call as follows:
mpirun -np <num_procs> multi_proc <input_filename> <other options ... >
In the command shown above, the number of nodes to use must be specified in the
<num_procs> space, and the input file in the <input_filename> space immedately
following the program name (multi_proc). The following options can be specified (in
any order) after the input file has been specified
<ioutput_file> - If specified, all output will be directed to the specified file.
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-n - If specified, the Newick string format representations of the optimal tree
topologies foundwill be included in the output.
-d - If specified, the dendogram format representations of the optimal tree
topologies foundwill be included in the output.
A number of different error messages can be produced if a problem is encountered
when starting the program. The list below describes what each of themwill probably
mean if they are encountered
There was an error opening file: <input file> - This could indcate a number
of different problems that can occur while trying to open the input file (before
parsing); more than likely, the specified file does not exist.
You must specify at least an input file - The program needs an input file
name token after theMPI call to run the program. You may have only given
the -n or -d options, or no program arguments at all. The first argument
found for the programwill be used as the input file name.
Invalid Option: <option> - Only the -d and -n options are currently valid
Trying to use the -m option for example,would result in this message.
The input file is not of the proper format - This could mean a number of
things related to the input file being formatted incorrectly including but not
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limited to: More or less than 2 tokens found on a line, or invalid characters
used for DNA data.
One ormore of the taxa do not have the same number of characters - All
taxamust specifyDNA strings of the same length or number of nucleotides.
Illegal number of taxa in file. Program takes 4 r> MAX_TAXA only. - A
four-taxa file is the smallest file that will be searched, since there is only one
threetaxa un-rooted tree. The most taxa the program will accept in an input
file is specified byMAXJTAXA, in miti_proch.
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TheGUI programwill look like figureA.l belowwhen it is first run:
QQQ X Parallel Branch & Bound Parsimony CD
Input Parameters
Input DNA File
Results Output File
Output Tree Format
F Newick
_J
Dendrogram
._
Number of Processors to Use
Program Control
Status MIMIIil
Tree Space Searched %
# ofTrees Found =
Average Processor Utilization = %
Execution Time
Best Score -
Start Search 1 |
FigureA.1 TheGUIwhen it is first opened.
The input and results (output) files and their paths can be easily specified on the lines
provided When using the GUI, the results file must be specified for the
program to operate properly. The Newick and dendogram formatted trees can be
included in the output by simply checking the boxes under the
"Output Tree Format"
title. Also, the number of nodes to use can be specified using the up/down box titled
"Number of Processors to Use" . Once the "Start
Search" button has been clicked, the
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"Status"
will change to a green color and say
"Running"
, If therewas an error running
the program, the messages will be shown in the terminal window in which the GUI
was run from. During the search, the progress will be available in that same terminal
window as well. Finally, when the search has completed, the results will be displayed
in the GUI, and the "Status" will return to "Stopped", the GUI will then look
something like figureA.2 below.
0 0 0 X Parallel Branch & Bound Parsimony CD
Input Parameters
Input DNA File It10.dat
Results Output File |out.M|
Output Tree Format
_|
Newick H Dendrogram
Number of Processors to Use 16
Program Control
Status
Tree Space Searched
# of Trees Found
Average Processor Utilization
Execution Time
Best Score
7.54 %
13
9977 %
6.714227 seconds
122
Start Search
FigureA.2: An example oftheGUI after it has finished a search
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A.3 L imitations andSpecialSettings
The program currently has the following limitations:
Maximum Number of Taxa: 78. Although searching more than 20 taxa (the
highest number tested) would likely take more time than is worthwhile with
the current implementation, a theoretical limit of 78 is imposed by the scoring
algorithm.
Maximum Number of Characters per line in the input file (taxa name, spaces,
and DNA characters): 4096. Can be changed in irtith by editing
MAX_LINE_LEN.
OnlyA, C, G, and T are accepted as valid characters for nucleotide data (see
section 6.2 formore input file format specifications).
Of the three variables -affecting parallelization of the search that were dscussed
throughout this thesis, two can be easilymodified if the userwishes to experimentwith
them.
Threshold Update Interval. Can be changed by modifying
THRESHOLD_UPDATE_INTERVAL in mlti_prvch.
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Grain Size. The grain size is set just before the main uhile loop in the
distribiteJrEesO method of miti_prozc The grain size is set by modifying the
taxa-level, stored in the variable called taxajeud. and is not currently changed
throughout the rest of the search.
The third of the three parallelization variables is inherent to the structure of the code
written and would require rewriting the distrihdeJreesO method in the miti_jpra:
module.
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